The value of 24-hour images after rest thallium injection.
Rest (201) Tl imaging has been used for detecting viability, but the ideal timing for imaging after injection to maximally estimate viability is not well established. Thirty patients with fixed or incompletely reversible defects on 4 h redistribution SPECT imaging after thallium rest injection underwent 24 h imaging. Global redistribution was subjectively rated none, minimal or meaningful by two experienced observers. Fourteen patients had no meaningful redistribution at either 4 h or 24 h. Ten patients had meaningful redistribution at 4 h only. Six patients had no meaningful redistribution at 4 h but did at 24 h. Defect size was quantified using a 70% threshold. For the total group, defect size was smaller at 4 h compared to immediate imaging (38+/-18% vs 41+/-19%, P=0.06) and smaller still at 24 h (36+/-16% vs 38+/-18%, P=0.02). Later (24 h) redistribution images detected additional redistribution in 30% of the patients who did not have meaningful redistribution on early (4 h) images, and in 8% of the segments which were abnormal at 4 h. It is concluded that, in patients who have incompletely reversible defects on early redistribution imaging at 4 h, late redistribution imaging after 24 h will demonstrate additional redistribution in 30% of the patients.